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WHERE WE ARE 

 

 If you have not yet read and listened to the materials I prepared for you last week, please do so. 

 http://www.robertcat.net/spring2017/padm5011/ 

 We are “in” chapter 2 today.  

 I linked to a copy of the Robertson case from our course home page. Notice that I did not post 
this material online. 

 If you are late with assignment 1, put it in the Late Box in D2L. 

 I posted a link to a video of Stephen King regarding the aft of story writing. 

 http://www.robertcat.net/fall2016/padm5011/video/sking-interview.html 

 If not already, please get started on assignment 2A and 2B. Please watch carefully and REFLECT 
on what you are seeing/hearing. 

 

CHAPTER 2 MATERIAL 

 

Stillman (author of our main textbook) pairs the material on bureaucracy with a case study titled, "How 

Kristin Died." 

 

WHO WAS MAX WEBER? 

 

Max Weber was a German sociologist. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Max_Weber 

 

See especially "Max Weber's thought" on the web page above. 

 

http://www.robertcat.net/spring2017/padm5011/
http://www.robertcat.net/fall2016/padm5011/video/sking-interview.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Max_Weber


 
Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Max_Weber as of January 24, 2015 

 

He was not saying that the bureaucratic form of organization was ideal. He was describing the purely 

bureaucratic organization.  

He saw it as an potentially EFFICIENT and EFFECTIVE form of human organization. 

 

Notice that he lived and wrote in the INDUSTRIAL AGE (early 1900s) and not the current KNOWLEDGE 

AGE.  

 

(I think that if he had written more recently he might have used Herbert Simon's concept of BOUNDED 

RATIONALITY to help explain the bureaucratic form of organization. 

 

WHAT IS A BUREAUCRATIC ORGANIZATION? 

 

As indicated above, Weber (and others) described the "mechanics" of bureaucratic organizations.  

 

I think the machine metaphor is revealing. For example, in such organizations, employees are 

sometimes referred to as cogs.  

 

Do you see the tie between the organizational form and scientific management (of the era) and 

industrial assembly lines? 

 

There seems to be an assumption that the organization is producing something in uniform, large 

quantities. Everything is STANDARDIZED. Discretion and variation are minimized, if possible. 

 

WHAT ARE THE VIRTUES/BENEFITS OF THE BUREAUCRATIC FORM OR ORGANIZATION? 

 

Again, please read the "Max Weber's thought" section of the URL provided above. 



 

The major positives can include efficiency, effectiveness, economy, fairness, impartially, and political 

neutrality. 

 

The major negatives can include excessive specialization (in job descriptions), alienation of employees, 

what I could term "procedural obsession," meaning adherence to procedures even in special 

circumstances, and a personalization to a fault.  

 

When considered in the context of information processing and decision making (rather than 

"production," such organizations may exhibit what a psychologist might identify as a kind of brain lock. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jeffrey_M._Schwartz#Brain_lock 

 

 (This connection is my own. I have not seen anyone else make this assertion. I do believe that 

organizations “think” and that because they are not monolithic they can be like of “schizoid” in their 

behaviors and communications.) 

 

WHY DOES "BUREAUCRACY" HAVE SUCH A BAD NAME? 

 

Bureaucracy is commonly associated with incompetence, "red tape," and inefficiency in many people's 

minds. 

 

I would argue that the ROOT CASE is a systems loop in which MISTRUST of government drives demands 

for OVERSIGHT of the agencies, that contributes to some of the PROBLEMS that contribute to the 

negative perception of "bureaucrats."  

 

Also, people running for office often blames "the bureaucracy" for problems, fueling distrust and 

negative attitudes toward government agencies and government employees. 

 

THE FACTS OF THE KRISTIN CASE 

 

This is a long and detailed case study, written by Kristin's father.  

 

Briefly, her former boyfriend was very troubled and dangerous. She filed for a Protective Order to keep 

him away from her. Despite that, he eventually killed her and then committed suicide. The judicial 

system, including the bureaucratic organizations involved in such CASEWORK, did not prevent her death. 

 

THE SEARCH FOR A "BAD APPLE" OR A SCAPEGOAT 

 

How should we interpret this case, in the context of its association with the concept of bureaucracy? 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jeffrey_M._Schwartz%23Brain_lock


Most of my students look to identify SOMEONE in the system who failed to "connect the dots" and 

realize that her situation was especially perilous.  

 

This approach is not necessarily entirely "wrong." But it tends to overlook SYSTEMIC causes of failure. 

 

NOTICE THAT "CONNECTING THE DOTS" IS A COGNITIVE TASK 

 

You can have standard operating procedures (and set processes), but you can't exactly "manufacture" 

personal protection. 

 

INFORMATION needs to flow through networks -- not up and down hierarchical stacks designed to 

facilitate command and control.  

 

KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT is not about "who's the boss." It is about MAKING SENSE of BIG DATA. (I 

don't think the bureaucratic form (alone) is well aligned to these kinds of collective cognitive functions.) 

 

IN DEFENSE OF BUREAUCRACY (IN CONTEXT OF THIS CASE) 

 

 In the political climate, resources are constrained. 

 Most caseworkers have OUTRAGEOUS case loads. 

 People have limited amounts of COGNITIVE CAPACITY. 

 Personal networks may lack necessary "bandwidth." 

 It can be very hard to "connect the dots" when there are so many of them. 
 

THE CHALENGES OF "BIG DATA" 

 

 BIG DATA is exploding in amount all around us. 

 National security services are only one example. 

 I think we increasingly need to model organizations with a focus on SENSING, SENSEMAKING, 
COLLABORATION, DECISION MAKING, RAPID RESPONSES, AND STREET-LEVEL DISCRETION. 

 

THE CHALENGES OF CONSTRAINED RESOURCES AND OUTRAGEOUS CASELOADS 

 

Limited funding and outrageous caseloads are products of social needs and POLITICAL constraints. Part 

of the challenge of administration seems to be continually, DOING MORE WITH LESS. 

 

GOING BEYOND "BAD APPLE" CONCLUSIONS 

 

Could Kristin's death have been avoided if someone had realized how serious her situation was? 

Was her faith in "the system," misplaced? 

Is "bureaucracy" inevitable, given large government? 

 



Well, it is often easier to ask good questions to find good answers.  

 

I favor a SYSTEMS VIEW of things, even though it is easier to find a "bad apple" or a scapegoat.  

 

Most MEDICAL ERRORS, for example, could be prevented at the systems/team level.  

 

I prefer to try to "make sense" of this case in terms of challenges to KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT and 

what might be terms, COLLECTIVE COGNITION. 

 

In any case, I think we need to go beyond the search to identify ONE PERSON who failed.  

 

I personally don’t think Kristin died because any one government employee failed to “connect the dots.” 

I think such failures are usually SYSTEMIC rather than personal. Case workers are almost ALWAYS 

burdened with too many cases. THE BUREAUCRATIC ORGANIZATION FORM is not design to THINK and 

certainly not designed to “DANCE.” It is rather like a dinosaur with a small brain and a big body. It is an 

attempt to amplify the decisions of a few people at the top to proliferate through a large organization 

on the basis of AUTHORITY and CHAIN OF COMMAND. This organizational form does not leverage the 

INTELLIGENCE of most of its employees. This model of organization is based on a MACHINE METAPHOR, 

and not a BRAIN METAPHOR. 

 

There has to be some kind of a balance. Think in military terms. 

 

I believe that INFORMAL NETWORKS within large organizations help balance out the weaknesses of the 

bureaucratic form. 

 

Maybe what is needed is a capacity to switch from one “mode” to another as the environment requires. 

This capacity is called ABILITY. I refer to it as the capacity to DANCE. 

 

 

 


